Background
When humans first began to explore the galaxy some of the earliest colonies were settled in the worlds toward
the galactic core. At that time the mineral resources of these planets were a rich prize, and thousands of specially
adapted mining spacecraft set off to harvest the vast wealth of these inner worlds.
The original settlers were miners, and they dug their homes out of the rocky, cheerless, inhospitable landscape,
creating self-contained communities out of the exhausted mines. To support themselves they built hydroponic 'fields' in
the large caverns to grow nutritious algae which could be eaten or processed, and soon these communities become selfsupporting.
Over the course of several thousand years the exposure to the high gravity, and harsh environments, of these
worlds changed the humans living on them. They grew tougher, stronger, more resistant, shorter, and greater in gerth.
These miners were already well on the way to developing their own cultural identity when th ewarp storms cut them off
from the rest of humanity. The close proximity of the systems in the area of the galactic core allowed these mining
communities to stay in contact with each other. So while the rest of humanity fell into chaos these miners banded
together to form a loose confederacy, finishing a process already started, and causing the creation of an entirely new
race known as Squats (Although they prefer to be called Dwarfs).
With earth, and other sources of technology denied them, the Squats were forced to develope their own
alternative technologies using local materials and sources of energy. As they invented and re-invented machines to keep
themselves alive, the Squats aquired a considerable amount of expertise. This gathering of knowldge lead to the
creation of the Engineers Guild - a body of individualistic warriors whose technical expertise would provide future
Squat society with all of it's equipment and arms.
It was also during this period of isolation that Squat society, as it is known today, was formed. Through Ork
invasions, the ravages of Chaos incursions, and even internal fighting, the Squats enlarged and fortified their
settlements into impregnable Holds. These Holds formed the basis of early Squat society with most planets having
several, but rarely more than half a dozen. Over time these Holds merged together, either through blood lines by
marriage or by alliance, until they fell under the banner of the strongest, richest, single hold and thus the Strongholds
were born. These Strongholds continued to grow until whole planets, entire systems, and even a number of nearby
systems, fell under the control of a single Stronghold. Through this period the Holds formed even closer ties in blood
relationships, and vengance-rights, till the Stronghold itself became a single entity. However that would be as far as it
would progress as there is no single recorded instance of a Stronghold ever merging, or taking by conquest, another
Stronghold.
The Squat Strongholds have remained independent ever since and have fought wars with every known race in
the galaxy. The Strongholds have even gone to war with each other, but these internal disputes are quickly brought to a
halt by the invocation of the laws of the Ancestor Lords. In general the Squats prefer to remain as neutral as possible
because they need to trade to acquire items not readily available on their own worlds, and with the vast raw materials
they control it often isn't hard for them to find a buyer. In fact the Squats are considered to be the most shrewd traders in
the known galaxy.
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It is not uncommon for those Strongholds to band together, in times of great need, forming a league under the
control of a Grand Warlord. While this Grand Warlord is only elected to lead the combined forces for the duration of
the crisis, it is the ultimate accolade for a Squat warrior and is normally bestowed upon only the most honored and
revered Warlord.
Squats are hard working, stubborn and very materialistic to the point that all of them continue to acquire riches
and possessions throughout their life, and then passing it on to their immediate family. Thus even the poorest members
of Squat society have wealth that would equal that of a human lord of an entire planet in the Imperium! Squats also
have an overriding obsession with honor and vengeance, and they take great pride in paying debts, and keeping their
word. A Squat will go to extremes to exact vengeance, or to reclaim his honor, and their history is full of stories of lone
warriors battling to the death against impossible odds, and of others returning from apparent death, all for vengeance
and honor.
The Engineers Guild is a powerful part of Squat society, it's knowledge is legendary, and it's Guild Masters
guard their many engineering secrets well, considering it too dangerous for anybody else to use. Much of the equipment
produced by the Squats looks similar to equipment produced by the Adeptus Mechanicus. This is no surprise as both of
them are using the same ancient STC templates as the bases for their constructs. However, the Techno-magi are rediscovering this ancient technology while the Squat Engineers are picking which equipment they want to build and
improving on it. In general Squat produced equipment is tougher, more reliable, more effective, and more efficient then
anything of the same type produced in the Imperium. So while both the Imperium and the Squats produce a Leviathan
from the old STC the Squat version has more firepower, larger transport capacity, is tougher, and the Squats have
moved beyond it to produce the Colossus, Cyclops, and even the famous Land Trains. After a few notable disasters, and
a much larger number of smaller ones, the Adeptus Mechanicus has given up attempting to replicate Squat technology,
and the Inquisition has declared ownership of it heresy.

Squat Special Rules
Army Strategy Rating: 3
Army Initiative Rating: 2+
Stubborn
Squats are stubborn and are hard to break in assaults, and will rally quicker then other troops to get back into the fight
and the following two rules represent this.
(1) Squats roll 3D6 in the final assault roll off, picking the single highest number rolled.
(2) Squats roll 2D6 for rallies picking the highest single number rolled.
Land Train
A Land Train must form a connected chain with the Engine in front. As long as the train is able to maintain this chain
the whole train has a speed of 15cm, and all of it's cars may combine their void shields. While the entire Land Train is
treated as a single formation, and do combine their void shields, treating it as a single shield covering a single
formation, they are still treated as individual war engines as far as the rules of Epic-A are concerned. If a car is
immobilized through a critical hit it may be abandoned by the Land Train.
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Hellfury Pulse
The Hellfury can only target, and hit, a single unit. However if it scores a hit roll D3 to see how many hits were scored
on that single unit (the Pulse), and then D3 for each of those hits for the TKD3. So a Hellfury can score from 1 to 9 hits
on a single unit, and all of them will be MWTKs. If the Hellfury hits Shields, Powerfields, Holofields roll D3 to
determine how many shields were downed, in the case of the Holofield, how many holofield saves need to be taken, and
then only carry out TKD3 if any hits got through the shields to strike the target.
Tunnellers
Tunnellers are similar to Drop Pods in the way they are deployed, however they do have some very significant
differences so we present the rules for them here in full.
(1) Write down the coordinates, on a piece of paper, where the tunneller will emerge from below ground and the turn it
will arrive. If the tunneller is going to appear in the friendly half of the table it can be slated to arrive from turn two
onwards. If it is slated to arrive in the enemy half of the table it can arrive anywhere from turn three onward. For
example you could write 45cms up from my table edge and 60cms in from the right edge, again facing from my table
edge on turn three. The opponent is not made aware of this location, nor of the turn of arrival.
(2) On the turn of arrival the tunneller model is placed within 15cms of the location designated in the coordinates
written down for the tunneller (They do not scatter). This is done at the start of the turn before teleports would be
placed down. The tunneller, and the units it is carrying, are then treated like a normal formation from that point on, the
tunneller cannot go back underground.
(3) If the tunneller is a Hellbore then it may separate from the formation it is carrying because it is a WE transport and
not a part of the carried formation. Termites and Moles ARE part of the formation they transported as must remain in
coherency with that formation, just like any other normal unit.
(4) You cannot hide that you are deploying Tunnellers, and you cannot hide the units being carried by the tunnellers,
from your opponent. In fact you must inform your opponent you are using tunnellers, and show them to the opponent.
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